Preventing Unwanted Pregnancies in Schizophrenia: The Importance of Patient Education
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The importance of contraception education and family planning is often underestimated by physicians providing care to people with schizophrenia. When compared to the general population, women with schizophrenia tend to have a higher rate of lifetime sexual partners and low utilization of contraception [1,2]. While women with schizophrenia have a comparable number of pregnancies to the general population, these pregnancies are significantly more likely to be unplanned and more importantly, unwanted [1]. In a keystone study done by Miller and Finnerty, 44.3% of pregnancies among surveyed women with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders were unplanned, but wanted, and 37% of pregnancies were both unplanned and unwanted [1]. Unplanned and unwanted pregnancies have significant implications for both the health of the patient as well as the fetus.

The most feared risk of an unwanted pregnancy in a person with schizophrenia is the psychotic denial of the pregnancy. Delayed acknowledgment of pregnancy will negatively impact the quality of prenatal care [3]. Sustained denial of the pregnancy can lead to a patient not recognizing signs of labor, ultimately resulting in unaided deliveries [3]. In the postpartum period, people with schizophrenia remain at high risk for acute psychotic exacerbations of their chronic illness, possibly due to low estrogen levels in the immediate postpartum period [4]. Psychotic episodes in the postpartum period are particularly worrisome because they are highly associated with suicide and increased morbidity and mortality [5]. In terms of fetal health, unwanted pregnancy in mothers with psychosis is significantly associated with offspring development of schizophrenia-spectrum disorders in adulthood [4,6].

Current reviews of schizophrenia and sexuality suggest that sexual health discussions outlining contraception options are not occurring regularly [7]. This is not because patients with schizophrenia express discomfort with the topic or refuse to engage, but because healthcare providers fear triggering sexual delusions, view patients with schizophrenia as sexually isolated, feel discomfort discussing these topics, and remain unsure of which member of the care team should be leading these discussions [7]. Notably, it was recently shown that in patients with psychosis, discussions regarding sexual health had no effect on symptom severity [8]. In fact, a review of sexuality and schizophrenia by Kelly and Conley, reported that psychotic symptom severity was actually worsened by patients’ lingering concerns of sexual dysfunction [9]. When interviewed, patients with schizophrenia reported feeling prepared to have sexual health discussions and explicitly cite the lack of conversations surrounding intimate relationships as a lapse in their care [9]. This disconnect between provider preconceptions and patient experiences offers insight as to why contraception planning is not currently an integral part of comprehensive care for people with schizophrenia.

Many providers also wrongly assume that patients diagnosed with a serious mental illness, like schizo-
In order to limit the rates of unwanted pregnancies among people with schizophrenia, it is critically important to connect these patients to primary care doctors, gynecologists, or community health coaches who can provide early and regular contraception education. Contraception education should be introduced early in a patient’s care because the most frequently endorsed reason for not using birth control is having unplanned/expected sex [3]. Early education would allow people with schizophrenia to make decisions regarding contraception sooner and prepare for the unexpected predicaments that result from increased impulsivity, poorer judgment, and higher rates of substance use often seen with schizophrenia. Thorough education efforts should aim to clarify common misconceptions, such as the idea that drug-induced amenorrhea signifies infertility [4]. Education also needs to be reinforced regularly as studies have shown that while teaching attempts were effective in the short-term, long-term retention of the information required routine reinforcement [12]. Since patients with schizophrenia may have fluctuating or irregular access to the healthcare system, it is important to recognize both regular outpatient appointments and more acute hospital admissions as opportunities to explore sexual health concerns and contraception education.

Patients with schizophrenia often do not receive the same quality of care as that of the general population [14]. This phenomenon is reflected in the fact that U.S. adults with chronic mental illness die 25 years earlier than adults without serious mental illness [14]. Many factors contribute to this reality, including potentially unstable access to care, the lack of coordination between psychiatric and primary care providers, and psycho-socioeconomic factors (e.g. housing instability, low socioeconomic status, lack of social support) [14]. Providers can combat these disparities by reevaluating what it means to provide comprehensive care to patients with schizophrenia. Treatment plans should incorporate family planning and contraception education to ensure that patients with schizophrenia are being cared for in a thorough manner.
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